
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Small Dish Challenges 

You could choose to complete just 2 of these, or more, or choose 1 to start 

you off before moving on to a Large Plate Challenge! 

 

Large Plate Challenges 

You could choose to complete just 1 of these spending a number of weeks on this 

and building up your learning every time! 

 

How hungry are you for a Home Learning Challenge? How many challenge dishes will you choose? 

Choose which Home Learning Challenges you would like to complete from the Menu of Dishes below. 

How hot do you like your meal?! The hotter the dish you choose, the more challenging it will be! Yellow: Warm, Orange: Medium, Red: Hot 

NICER Curriculum: Home Learning Challenges 

Year Group: 4 

Challenge Pack: Romans in Britain 

Challenge: How can we recreate a Roman banquet? 

Outcome: History/DT focus – recreate a Roman banquet. 

Put yourself in the 

shoes of a Celtic 

warrior. Write a 

diary entry that 

recounts your 

experiences. 

Create your own 

timeline of the Iron 

Age to Roman 

Britain. Make it eye-

catching! 

Using the skills that 

you have 

developed in art, 

create your own 

design/sketch of a 

Roman soldier. 

Research Roman 
Gods/Goddesses and 
mythical creatures. Design 
a 3D mythical creature. 
Create a poster or video 
about it. 

Create your own 

research project about 

the Celts. You will need 

to gather key facts and 

information and 

produce an information 

leaflet. 



Name:  Class:  

Small Dishes Large Plates 

Using the skills that you have developed in art, create your own design/sketch of a 
Roman soldier. 

 

Research Roman Gods/Goddesses and mythical creatures. Design a 3D mythical 
creature. Create a poster or video about it. 

 

Create your own timeline of the Iron Age to Roman Britain. Make it eye-catching! Create your own research project about the Celts. You will need to gather key facts 
and information and produce an information leaflet. 

 

Put yourself in the shoes of a Celtic warrior. Write a diary entry that recounts your 
experiences. 

  
 

Which dishes have I chosen? 

 
 
 
 

 

What have I completed and created? 

 
 
 
 

 

How have I found completing the Challenge Pack Homework? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


